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1 Overview

Fleet Payroll is designed to simplify and automate creation of crew member's payroll as much as possible.

Fleet payroll utilize Fleet.Net crew planing system to retrieve personal and sea service data, assuring correctness of time
periods and elimination of duplicate work in data entry and calculation of work/leave/travel days.

Fleet payroll fully supports defining wage scale according to standard ITF collective bargaining agreement (basic wage,
leave pay, fixed/extra overtime etc.)
In addition, you can define any number of additional earning or deduction categories as well as tax rate (if tax applies) to
tailor wage scale according to specific national legislation and/or your company specific requirement.

2 Connect and Login

Fleet payroll uses same database and server application as Fleet.Net Crew planning system. 

After Fleet Payroll starts, you need to set connection parameters in the main toolbar in the same way as for Fleet.Net crew
planning application:

Enter server name or IP address of the Fleet.NET server, port on which server application is listening for connections,
username and password and click 'Connect' button.

You can use same username/password as for main Fleet.NET application if you already have it. Once you login, you will
see main application window with all available menu links on the left side:
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After first login, you now need to configure Fleet Payroll. Please read Payroll Configuration topic for details.

3 Payroll Configuration

Fleet payroll system allows you to configure payroll in order to fit you exact needs.

Configuration of payroll need to be done with great care. You can change payroll configuration in any way until you close
payroll for first month. 
After first payroll is created and closed, you can only modify columns which are not used in closed payrolls. 

You can add additional columns to payroll at any time.

Same rule applies to wage scale definition. Wage scales can be modified only until first payroll which uses it get closed.
After that, only modification allowed is to add ranks to wage scale.

To start configuration, from Menu links on left side, expand Payroll Configuration group and click on 'Payroll Configuration'
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link: 

You will see payroll configuration screen:

Payroll comes with basic wage, leave wage, fixed and extra overtime columns already defined.
You can configure unlimited number of additional earnings or deduction columns in order to have payroll to behave exactly in
the way you want it.

Main configuration define default settings which will apply to new wage scales you will create and make configuration of
each wage scale easier.

This settings can be overridden for each wage scale, and values entered here act only as default for each wage
scale.

Default configuration settings

Use Extra Overtime
If you plan to use extra overtime, check this box. This will set same flag in each new wage scale and allow extra overtime to
be used in new wage scale you create.
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You can override this setting in each wage scale.

Calculate tax
If you will be calculating tax in most of your wage scales check this box.

Month's net balance is paid
Depending on how you  calculate payroll, you might want to have net balance (earnings - deductions) as either balance you
own to crew member (therefore being balance carried forward), or you might want to have that net balance is actually paid.
This flag defines how balance is going to be calculated.

Calculate month's exact days for prorated service
By default, for the purposes of calculating prorated service, each month is calculated to have 30 days.
If you want prorated service for payroll to be calculated according to exact number of days in any given month, select this
check box.

You might have situation that for some crew members, prorated service must be calculated as each month having 30 days,
while for the others you need to calculate exact days in the month.
In that case, in specific wage scale you can override this setting and for that wage scale month will be calculated as having
30 days.

Leave Days Calculation
By default, leave days are calculated as 1 leave day for each day worked. This often depend on exact collective agreement
and as well on flag state, so you can define it according to your specific requirement.
If for example leave days are to be calculated as half day for each day worked plus each travel day, you will enter 0.5 in text
box and select "Work and travel day" option.

This setting can be overridden for each wage scale, and values entered here act only as default for each wage scale.

Travel days
Here you specify how much each travel day will be paid. Usually travel day is paid the same as work day, but you can set
any number or fraction of work days, e.g. 1.5.
If this does not apply for some wage scale, you can change it in same way as all other settings.

If you were reading carefully this far, you probably already started to see pattern how Fleet payroll configuration
works - each feature is either enabled or disabled first for whole payroll, and settings here become defaults for each
new wage scale. If that wage scale have some specific requirements, it can override main settings. This way, effort
to configure payroll properly is kept at minimum.

Defining Payroll Columns

In the above image, you can see several columns defined for this example. 

If column is already used in closed payroll, it will be grayed-out and you cannot modify it anymore. 

Columns can be either earnings or deductions, and if you do calculate tax, they can be in addition taxable or not.
Column can have formula and be calculated based on values of some other columns.

If column is set to belong to wage scale, you will define amount in wage scale details for each rank to which wage scale
applies, and then exact amount for that column will be calculated according to the number of days crew member was on
board for each month.

Predefined columns (basic, leave, fixed and extra overtime) are all part of wage scale.

For columns which are not part of wage scale, you will be able to enter amounts in those columns manually.

Typically, various bonuses and such earnings will e part of wage scale, while columns like travel expenses, slop chest etc.
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will be manual entry as they are unknown in advance. 
If you have some predefined deductions like union dues, subscriptions or similar, you can include it in each wage scale and
those deductions will be calculated automatically.

Column Order

This column simply defines in which order custom columns will be shown on screen, and it's required to be entered. 
If column is to be calculated based on other columns, formula can depend only on columns which have lower order than
current column.

Column Type

Each column is defined to be either earning or deduction, so select option which applies to column you are defining.

Wage scale

If this check box is selected, this column will be included in wage scale and you will enter exact values for each rank in
specific wage scale.
Similar to other settings, each custom column which is set to be part of wage scale can be disabled in that wage scale if it
doesn't apply.
Wage scale columns can not be manually modified within payroll details form, they will be simply set to values defined in
wage scale, and they will be prorated in the same way as any other regular wage scale column

Taxable

If you are calculating tax, you can set each custom column to be either taxable or not, for both earning and deduction
column. If tax is not calculated for payroll or wage scale, this setting for custom column has no effect.

Calculated

Each custom column can be set to be calculated based on other existing columns. 
If this check box is selected, "Column formula" field will become enabled and you can click on small (...) button on the right
to open expression editor:
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In above example, custom column is defined to be calculated as 1% of all standard earnings. Setting column formula is
similar as setting formula for field in Microsoft's Excel application, without equal sign.
Columns which can be part of formula are shown in the list, and you can simply double -click on any of them to make it part
of the formula.
Text box where formula is entered can as well be manually edited as in case above where formula is defined as 1 % of sum
of basic, leave and fixed overtime amounts.

Wage scales

You can have one or more wage scales. Crew member's payroll will be calculated according to wage scale which applies to
him. 

You will set which wage scale applies to specific crew member in Crew payroll info form.

Click on "New wage scale" button to create new wage scale with default settings.

If you already have one or more wage scales defined, you can create new wage scale based on selected wage scale by
clicking on 'New wage scale from selected' button.
This will create new wage scale identical with existing one, including all ranks and salaries already entered. If you have
several wage scales which are similar, this function will make it much faster to create new wage scale.

Wage scale can be deleted only if there is no closed monthly payroll which uses that wage scale. If wage scale can
be deleted, button 'Delete wage scale' will be enabled.

Wage scale can be deactivated at any time.
Note:
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Deactivation or deleting wage scale will clear wage scale selection for all crew members who use that wage
scale. you will have to assign new wage scale to those crew members.

Wage scale definition is covered in detail in Define wage scale topic.

4 Define wage scale

Wage scale defines all earnings and deduction for crew members to whom it applies.

When you create new wage scale, it will 'inherit' all settings from payroll configuration.
If some of those settings do not apply to the wage scale, you can override defaults which are inherited from payroll
configuration.

Earnings and deductions configured in wage scale are always pro-rated in case that crew member did not serve full month
on board, and any values defined in wage scale can not be modified in payroll details.

Only columns which are not part of wage scale can be manually entered in crew payroll form.

Select any available wage scale in the tree on the left and you will see following screen:
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Wage Scale name

This is simply name by which wage scale will be recognized among other wage scales. Name must be unique.

Currency

This define currency in which this wage scale is being calculated. 
Crew payroll for each crew member will always be created using currency defined in wage scale. 
If crew member want to change currency, all his balances need to be paid and new wage scale assigned to crew member,
before new contract begin. 

Fleet payroll will always keep wage scale currency - any conversions shown on reports is calculated at report
generation, original currency is always maintained.

Wage scale type

Wage scale type defines how calculation will be done for the crew members it applies.
Default wage scale type is  "Nationality and Rank"
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This is very important setting because it affects the way how salary and carry forward balances are calculated.

There are 3 wage scale types defined at the moment:
· Nationality and Rank
· Selected Crew
· Monthly salary with accumulated leave pay

They are all similar but with few important differences:

Nationality and Rank
Most commonly in use is wage scale per Nationality and Rank. This wage scale will apply to all crew members who are set
in crew payroll info to have their salary calculated by "Nationality and Rank".
For this type of wage scale, you will define Nationalities and Ranks to which wage scale apply. Fleet payroll will search
database when payroll is created and match each crew member who has his payroll setting to be paid by nationality and
rank with appropriate wage scale.

Wage scale of this type does not need to apply to all ranks and nationalities, you can select only those to which this wage
scale applies.
You can have more than one wage scale of this type, in which case you can select only nationalities which are not already
assigned to some other wage scale.

If you have more than one wage scale, they can not apply to same nationalities and rank. (eg, if you have 2 wage scale both
defined for rank Master and nationality UK, match between crew member and wage scale will be ambiguous).
You can overcome this by defining wage scale per nationality and rank for prevailing number of crew members whoa are
paid by the same wage scale, and then assign other crew members to specific wage scale.

Selected crew 
This wage scale applies only to crew members who are set to use this specific wage scale. You will not be assigning
nationalities to this wage scale as it applies to selected crew regardless of their nationality.
It is otherwise equivalent to "Nationality and Rank" wage scale in all aspects. 

Typically you will use this wage scale if you have crew members which are of the same nationality already defined for
'Nationality and Rank' wage scale, but they are paid different amounts, and therefore you can not use existing nationality
and rank wage scale. 

You can consider this wage as a contract which applies to more than one crew member, so instead or defining separate
contract for each crew member, you can define it as a wage scale

Monthly salary with accumulated leave pay
This is very specific wage scale which was developed according to Faroe Islands and Denmark national collective
agreement and legislation, but it might apply to some other countries as well. 

It works as follows:

Crew member is paid fixed monthly wage for period he is on board. 
For each day on board, he will receive equal leave pay, but that leave pay is not paid but rather accumulated and carried
forward. After crew member leave the vessel, crew member continue to receive salary, up to a fixed monthly amount defined
in wage scale until he runs out of carried forward balance.

In essence, it is similar leave day calculation as for other types of wage scale, but it doesn't show leave wages explicitly.
Leave wage is hidden and accumulated and paid either at the end of service or carried forward to next vessel.

This wage scale applies to selected nationalities and ranks for which is defined. You can as well assign this wage scale to
any crew member regardless of nationality.
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Calculate Tax

If you select to pay tax for this wage scale, you will need to enter tax percentage as well.

Tax percentage can be different for different wage scales, and as well, you can have mix of wage scales which calculate tax
and those who don't.

Month's net balance is paid

Fact that crew member had some net balance at the end of the month, does not necessarily mean that balance is actually
paid. 

Depending on your preference, net balance for each crew member at the end of the month can be considered paid or not. 

If for example crew member earned total of 1000 EUR, and had some deductions while on board, including home allotments
during the month totaling 300EUR, his net balance at the end of the month will be 700 EUR. 
When you select this option, it will be considered that remaining 700 was actually paid, and carry forward balance will be 0
without you having to enter 700 as either another deduction or final pay-off.

If you however consider that only explicit deductions and payments are actually paid, then leave this option blank and
remaining 700 will be shown as carry forward balance.

This option is not available for "Monthly salary with accumulated leave pay" wage scale as this wage scale, for
other wage scale types it is up to you to decide.

Applies to Nationalities

In Nationalities list box you define to which nationalities this wage scale will apply. 
Click on 'Edit List' button, and select nationalities to whom this wage scale will apply.

Custom columns override

All custom columns defined in payroll configuration are available in each new wage scale you create. 
In case that not all custom columns apply to this wage scale, you can disable them by selecting 'Disable' option next to
each custom column.

Only columns which are defined as 'Wage scale' columns and which are enabled will be shown in 'Current salary list' node
under wage scale name.

Wage details

Once you have all configuration parameters set, you can enter actual salaries for each rank to whom wage scale applies.
Expand wage scale node and click on 'Current salary list' node:
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You can now enter actual earnings and deductions. In the grid in wage details you will see all available columns according
to selections you made in payroll configuration.
First select ranks for which wage scale applies from drop-down list in Rank column, then enter actual amounts in
appropriate columns.
If column is set to be calculated, it will automatically display values according to formula you defined.
Total earnings, net salary as well as taxes (if defined) will be shown as well.

If rank is already used in closed payroll, salary cannot be modified anymore. Those ranks are grayed-our. Ranks for which
you can still modify salary will have white background.

Modify Salary

If wage scale was used in any closed payroll, ranks which got used will be grayed-out and you won't be able to modify
salaries anymore.
To modify salaries for such wage scale, click on 'New Salary List' button. New salary list will be created with identical
salaries as current ones, but you will be able to modify them.
All crew members who used current wage scale will have they salaries changed according to new salaries for this wage
scale.
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Previous salary list will be preserved and you will see it in the list below current salary list.

After all wage scales are defined, you are ready to create payroll, but first you need to assign wage scale to crew members.
Proceed to Assign wage scale to crew member

5 Assign wage scale to crew members

For each crew member you need to specify how payroll is going to be calculated and wage scale to be used for his payroll.

In most cases, crew members are paid by nationality and rank wage scale so this will be default setting. If you have crew
members who need to be paid by specific wage scale or per specific contract, you will need to specify which wage scale is
to be used.

To do this, you will use Crew payroll info form.

From menu links, click on 'Crew payroll info' option. You will see following screen:
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When you open this form, all crew members will be shown.

By default, all crew members have wage scale set to 'Per nationality and rank'. with this setting, payroll will search all
defined wage scales and match crew member with appropriate wage scale by rank and nationality, so no further setting is
needed.

In case that crew member is paid by some specific wage scale, you will need to specify which one.

To specify wage scale:
In column 'Calculate payroll by', select how salary is to be calculated. 
If you select 'Per selected wage scale' option from drop-down list, you will then be able to select which wage scale is to be
applied to selected crew members from wage scale drop-down list.
Selected wage scale must define salary for crew member's rank.

Other details:
In bottom half of the screen, you can add bank account details which can be shown on printed payroll statement

Payroll code column have the purpose of linking payroll with your external accounting software. 
If you want to export wage details, you might need to enter this code so that exported data can be matched with proper
crew member in your accounting software. Use this code according to your accounting software to identify crew member.

Exclude from payroll
You might have some crew members who are being paid by third party. To prevent payroll being generated for these crew
members, you can exclude them from payroll by selecting 'Exclude from payroll' check box.
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Once you have set for all crew member how they are going to be paid, you can proceed to Create Payroll

6 Create payroll

Once you have payroll configured and all wage scales defined, you can create your first monthly payroll.
To create first payroll, from menu links click on 'Payroll by Crew' link.

If this is first time you are creating payroll, or if all payrolls are closed you will get the message that all payrolls are closed,
and 'Create payroll' button will be visible:

Click on 'Create New Payroll' to create new payroll. 

If this is first payroll you are creating, you will be prompted for year and month for which to create first payroll.
You can create first payroll for any month you want. 

Each subsequent payroll can be created only for next month from last month for which payroll already exist.
Last month must be closed to ensure that carry forward balances are properly updated.

Once closed, payroll for month can not be modified anymore.

For example, if you created first payroll for January 2012, you must first close it before creating payroll for February, and so
on. You can not skip month and create payroll for March if you did not already created and closed payroll for February.

Payroll will be created for all crew in database who either had service on board in the selected month, or they had some
balance carried over from previous months.
If crew member had no sea service in selected month, he will not be listed.

Payroll for all crew members is shown as a grid with summary columns on the left, and details for each sea service on the
right:
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Columns on the left side in summary grid are always calculated automatically and they can not be edited.

You will be entering manually only values in details vertical grid on right side. 

Only rows which are not calculated need to be entered manually, and they have white background. 

All calculated columns have colored background.

6.1 Payroll by crew

Toolbar options

In 'Payroll by Crew' form, you have various buttons available in ribbon toolbar:

'Tools' section

In tools section, you have buttons to save changes, print payroll statement for crew member and to recalculate payroll for all
crew.
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'Filter' section 

You can filter crew members according to wage scale or vessel where they had service. Select appropriate entry from drop-
down list and click on 'Apply filter' button to display only crew members which satisfy criteria.
to view all crew members, click on 'Remove filter' button.

'Crew' section 

Here you have buttons to show crew members who do not have wage scale assigned, and for those without wage scale
button 'Assign Wage Scale' will be enabled.
Alternatively, you can assign wage scale from 'Crew payroll info' form and re-calculate payroll.

If some crew members are included in payroll by mistake, you can exclude them form payroll either from this form of again
from 'Crew payroll info' form.

Last button is to enable you to add crew members which signed off before first payroll but still have some balance carried
over. These crew members won't be included automatically because they already signed off before first month.

Summary Grid

On the left side, you will see summary grid showing totals for the month for each crew member.

'Days payable' section 

In this section you will see total work, travel and leave days crew member had in current month. They are updated directly
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from Crew planning system.

Number of leave days is calculated according to settings in payroll configuration and wage scale. 
In example above, in wage scale is defined to pay 1 leave day for each working day, so number of work days is shown as
30, and leave days 30.

'Total this month' section

In this section you can see total earnings, deductions and net balance for each crew member.

'Balance' section

In this section you can see previous month and balance carried forward, as well as check box showing is it payroll closed
for this crew member or not.

If crew member does not have wage scale assigned, he will be displayed in red color as in image above.
If crew member's payroll is closed for this month, it will be shown in italics.

Details Grid

All data entry is done in details grid at the right side. Here as well you can have quick look into payroll hoistory for this crew
member. All hos previous payrolls will be shown in 'Closed payrolls' tab:

Details grid is separated into several sections for easier  visual identification:
All columns which are calculated have colored background. Only columns which might need manual entry have white
background and they are enabled for data entry
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Columns displayed will be according to your configuration and wage scale assigned to crew member.
In above image, 'Imperial' wage scale is defined as taxable, with net monthly balance paid and as well it uses extra
overtime.

All other defined earnings and deductions are shown as well.

All columns which are part of wage scale are grouped together and they are not available for manual entry.
In image above, you can as well see that some columns are calculated automatically and some are available for manual
entry according to definition in payroll configuration. 

If you have configured different wage scales in your configuration, only columns which are used in selected wage scale will
be shown, all other columns will not be visible.

Similar as for earnings, deduction columns which are calculated based on formula or if they are part of wage scale will be
calculated automatically and they are shown with red background and can not be edited.
All other deduction columns can be entered manually.

In above example, Tax column is shown for this crew member because his wage scale is set to calculate taxes.
Some deduction columns might be shown before tax column if that column is set to be non-taxable deduction column,
so it will be deducted from total earning before tax is calculated. 
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In above example, all columns are set to be taxable, so they are deducted after tax is applied to gross salary.

At the end of the deductions section you can see Total deductions column, totaling all deductions for this month.

In balance section, Paid Out column will be shown only if wage scale pays net in the end of the month ("Month's net
balance is paid" setting in wage scale) and is just showing that you consider that net balance is paid (i.e. if you do not
have carry forward balances, but pay everything at the end of the month).
If wage scale is not set to consider balance as paid, 'Paid out' column will not be shown, however 'Balance Payoff'
column will be visible in 'Deductions' section where you can enter any remaining balance you pay to crew member when he
sign off from vessel.

6.2 Opening balances

Opening balances

Crew member might have some balance carried from previous payroll system, so you will need to enter them manually in
first month for which you create payroll for each crew member.
If for example John Smith had balance of 1000, when you create payroll for first month, you will enter that balance manually.

Button 'Add opening balance' is enabled only for first month of crew member'\a payroll,
Opening balance can be entered only in first payroll for each crew member, after that balance is calculated automatically.
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6.3 Quick Entry Grid

'Quick entry grid' form is designed to allow you to enter payroll data as fast as possible.

For that reason, only columns which require manual entry are shown in Excel - like grid.
According to your preference, you can choose to have cursor to move to next row when you press 'Enter' key like MS Excel
does, or to have it to move to next column on Enter key. Set check box in toolbar according to your preference.

Details panel is shown on the right side, and depending on number of columns you have configured and size of your screen
it might block large portion of the screen forcing you to scrool left-right to see all columns.
You can have it to auto-hide along right side by setting 'Hide Details Panel' check box in the toolbar.

By default, all columns you have defined in payroll are shown, and according to settings in each wage scale, those columns
which are disable in wage scale will be grayed-out for crew members who use them.

In example above, because of different wage scales, some crew members have 'Net pension' and 'Wage Adjustment'
column enabled while others have them disabled.

If you apply filter by wage scale, grid will display only columns which are available in that wage scale, all columns whihc do
not apply to that wage scale will be hidden.
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6.4 Close Payroll

Payroll for the current month must be closed before you can create payroll for next month.

In order to close payroll, clock on 'Close month payroll for all crew' button.

Once payroll is closed for the month, it cannot be modified anymore.

Every time you open payroll, all payroll is updated in case something changed in crew plan and it's recalculated for all crew
members.

You can close payroll for each crew member before whole month is closed to mark that you are done with that crew
member.
Once crew member's payroll is marked closed, it will not be recalculated or updated in case crew plan change.

6.5 View Closed Payroll

Once payroll is being closed, only way to access it is via 'Closed Payroll' form.

From main menu links, click on 'Closed Payrolls' link:

You will see identical interface as in 'Payroll by crew' form. 
In main toolbar, you can select which closed payroll to display. From 'Select closed payroll' drop-down list, select month
you want to see and payroll will be displayed.

You can as well filter in same way as in in 'Payroll by crew' form in case you are looking for some specific crew member.

You can as well print payroll statement for closed payrolls at any time.
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6.6 Payroll reports

From main menu, click on 'All Reports' link to show available reports. You will see following screen:

All currently available reports fill be shown in the list on the left.

Select report you want to print, set appropriate parameters and click 'Preview report' button to display report.
Required parameters for each report are shown in red.

Each report can be exported to Excel, Word, PDF and HTML formats

7 Export Payroll

You might want to export payroll details from database for various reasons.

Currently, you can export either summary or full details for each month's payroll.

From menu links, click on 'Export' link:

You will see following dialog:
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Select period to export from drop-down list, type of export and file name where you want export to be saved.

All payroll data will be exported into CSV format (comma separated values).

Once in text file, you can further analyze payroll in Excel, or import into your main accounting software.

Currently only generic CSV format is supported. In case you need any specific format, please contact dbMagic with details.

8 Currencies and Exchange Rate

Payroll for each crew member is kept in currency which is set in wage scale.

You can specify exact exchange rates to be used from main menu, 'Currency & Exchange rates' link:

Click on link and you will see following screen:
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Various summary reports will use exchange rate specified here to calculate equivalent amount in home currency.

To define home currency, set it's exchange rate to 1.

Exchange rates need to be set in following format: <Other currency> = <Exchange rate> * <home currency>

For example, if your home currency is Danish Krone, you will set exchange rate against US Dollar as 1 USD  = 5.43091
DKK as on image above.

As exchange rates vary all the time, you can set exchange rate you want to use for each month.
If exchange rates for specific month are not entered, main exchange rate will be used for all months.
If exchange rate is not set at all, it will be calculated as 0.
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